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Questionnaire Specifications
Version 20240415

Fielding & Sample specifications
- Dates: data collection should begin as soon as possible.
- Eligibility: respondents should meet two eligibility criteria:
  - U.S. citizens
  - Age 18 or older
- \( n = 1500 \) completions

Programming & Design specifications
- Paging design: display one question per page unless otherwise specified.
- Nonresponse prompting: Unless otherwise noted for a specific item, for every item to which the R fails to respond, please re-display the item once with the following text above it:
  - Nonresponse prompt records: record whether or not the nonresponse prompt is shown in a “skp” variable.
- Types: items are “single-punch” radio button responses unless otherwise specified.
- No backup option: no “back” button on the page.
- No progress bar: no progress bar is displayed on the page.
- Missing data and nonresponse codes: Please assign a numeric code to all variables rather than using system missing. Please use the following nonresponse codes:
  - -1: inapplicable, legitimate skip. Use this code when the specified flow through the questionnaire makes a question inapplicable. For example, a “how strongly do you favor that” follow-up question would be coded -1 when the preceding answer was “oppose.”
  - -4: other/error: data are missing due to a technical problem.
  - -7: no answer; the question was displayed to the respondent, but the R clicked “Next” without answering the question.
- Variable names: Names for item variables are in brackets in lower case to the left of each item, such as “[follow]” for the first item in the survey.
- Codes for response options are indicated next to the response options. These are not displayed to the respondent, unless otherwise specified.
- Randomization: record all random assignments. Randomize independently, unless otherwise specified.
- Timing: Record all item timings in seconds
- Administrative variables to deliver merged with the data:
  - number of previous panel surveys completed
  - date of panel enrollment
- date and time of interview completion
- duration of interview in seconds or minutes (or start and end times)
- All available profile items deliver merged with the data.
  - birtheyr
  - gender
  - race
  - educ
  - marstat
  - child18
  - employ
  - faminc_new
  - inputstate
  - pid3
  - pid7
  - votereg
  - presvote20post
  - ideo5
  - religpew
  - pew_bornagain
  - pre_religimp
  - pew_churatd
  - pew_prayer
  - newsint
  - hispanic
  - urbanicity
  - ownhome
  - genhealth
- Append voter validation data
SURVEY INTRODUCTION

We would like to include you as a participant in a research study. If you agree to be in this study, we will ask for your views on certain social and political issues. Participation is voluntary, and you may skip any questions you do not want to answer. The survey usually takes about 25 minutes to finish. Your YouGov account will be credited with 1,000 points for completing the survey.

This survey is sponsored by the University of Michigan. If you have any questions or comments about the survey, you may contact Lauren Guggenheim by email at anes-project@umich.edu.

If you have questions about your rights as a research participant, or wish to obtain information, ask questions or discuss any concerns about this study with someone other than the researcher(s), please contact the following: University of Michigan Health Sciences and Behavioral Sciences Institutional Review Board (IRB-HSBS), 2800 Plymouth Road Building 520, Room 1169, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-2800, Telephone: 734-936-0933 or toll free (866) 936-0933 Fax: 734-936-1852 E-mail: irbhsbs@umich.edu

[ECON]

1. [status_work] Last week, did you work for pay at a job (or business)?
   1. Yes
   2. No, did not work (or retired)

2. [status_catwork] [IF STATUS_WORK=1] The next question is about the type of employment you had last week. If you had more than one job, describe the one at which the most hours were worked.

Which one of the following best describes your employment?

PRIVATE SECTOR EMPLOYEE
1. For-profit company or organization
2. Non-profit organization (including tax-exempt and charitable organizations)

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEE
3. Local government (for example: city or county school district)
4. State government (including state colleges/universities)
5. Active duty U.S. Armed Forces or Commissioned Corps
6. Federal government civilian employee

SELF-EMPLOYED OR OTHER
7. Owner of non-incorporated business, professional practice, or farm
8. Owner of incorporated business, professional practice, or farm
9. Worked without pay in a for-profit family business or farm for 15 hours or more per week

3. [status_catrecent] [IF STATUS_WORK=2] Please describe your most recent employment, or indicate if you have never worked at a job or business.

PRIVATE SECTOR EMPLOYEE
1. For-profit company or organization
2. Non-profit organization (including tax-exempt and charitable organizations)

GOVERNMENT EMPLOYEE
3. Local government (for example: city or county school district)
4. State government (including state colleges/universities)
5. Active duty U.S. Armed Forces or Commissioned Corps
6. Federal government civilian employee

SELF-EMPLOYED OR OTHER
7. Owner of non-incorporated business, professional practice, or farm
8. Owner of incorporated business, professional practice, or farm
9. Worked without pay in a for-profit family business or farm for 15 hours or more per week

NEVER WORKED AT A JOB OR BUSINESS
10. Never worked at a job or business

4. [empsat_satisf] [IF STATUS_WORK=1] Overall, how satisfied are you with your current job?

1. Extremely satisfied
2. Moderately satisfied
3. Slightly satisfied
4. Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied
5. Slightly dissatisfied
6. Moderately dissatisfied
7. Extremely dissatisfied
5. **[empcareer_career]** [IF STATUS_WORK=1] Some people see their job as just a way to earn money. Others see their job as part of a career where they will spend their life doing related types of work with increasing responsibilities or skills. These days, do you think of yourself more as just doing a job or more as pursuing a career?

   1. Just doing a job
   2. Pursuing a career

6. **[empcareer_careerstr]** [IF EMPCAREER_CAREER=1|2] How strongly do you feel that way?

   1. Very strongly
   2. Somewhat strongly
   3. A little strongly

7. **[empsuperv_superv]** [IF STATUS_WORK=1] Do you supervise any workers or employees as part of your job?

   1. Yes
   2. No

8. **[empsuperv_selfsuperv]** [IF STATUS_CATWORK=7|8|9] Are there any people who work for you and are paid by you?

   1. Yes
   2. No

9. **[emploss_losejob]** [IF STATUS_WORK=1] How worried are you about losing your job in the near future?

   1. Not at all
   2. A little
   3. Moderately
   4. Very
   5. Extremely

10. **[emploss_less]** [IF STATUS_WORK=1] How worried are you about losing your job to another worker who is willing to work for less?

    1. Not at all
    2. A little
    3. Moderately
    4. Very
    5. Extremely
11. [emploss_ai] [IF STATUS_WORK=1] How worried are you about losing your job to artificial intelligence or a computer program?

1. Not at all
2. A little
3. Moderately
4. Very
5. Extremely

12. [emploss_robot] [IF STATUS_WORK=1] How worried are you about losing your job to a robot or a machine?

1. Not at all
2. A little
3. Moderately
4. Very
5. Extremely

13. [secure_ease] [IF STATUS_WORK=1] If you lost your job, how easy or hard would it be for you to find another job that pays as much as the one you have now?

1. Extremely easy
2. Very easy
3. Somewhat easy
4. Neither easy nor hard
5. Somewhat hard
6. Very hard
7. Extremely hard

14. [secure_parents] Compared to your parents, do you think it is easier, harder, or neither easier nor harder for you to move up the economic ladder?

1. Easier than for my parents
2. About the same as my parents
3. Harder than for my parents

15. [infl_behav] [MULTIPUNCH] In the past year, have you done any of the following? Mark all that apply.

1. Borrowed money to pay bills
2. Cut down on everyday spending
3. Cancelled or postponed major purchases
4. Dipped into savings
5. None of these

[ENGAGE]

16. [follow_campinterest] Some people don’t pay much attention to political campaigns. How about you? Would you say that you have been [very much interested, somewhat interested or not much interested/ not much interested, somewhat interested or very much interested] in the political campaigns so far this year?

   1. Very much interested
   2. Somewhat interested
   3. Not much interested

17. [partic_vote] Thinking now about the people you care about, like your friends and family, how important do they believe it is to vote in elections?

   1. Extremely important
   2. Very important
   3. Moderately important
   4. Slightly important
   5. Not at all important

18. [partic_protest] Generally do your friends and family approve or disapprove of participating in public protests?

   1. Approve very strongly
   2. Approve moderately
   3. Approve a little
   4. Neither approve nor disapprove
   5. Disapprove a little
   6. Disapprove moderately
   7. Disapprove very strongly

19. [poldisc_socmed] [MULTIPUNCH] Which social media apps or websites have you visited in the past year? Mark all that apply.

   1. Facebook
   2. X, formerly known as Twitter
   3. Instagram
   4. Reddit
   5. YouTube
   6. SnapChat
7. TikTok
8. Whatsapp
9. Other {SPECIFY}
10. None of these

20. [poldisc_smpol] [IF POLDISC_SOCMED != 10] Now thinking about your time on social media, how many days in a typical week do your interactions involve politics?

0. Zero days
1. One day
2. Two days
3. Three days
4. Four days
5. Five days
6. Six days
7. Seven days

[IF POLDISC_SOCMED != 10 THEN FILL “(other)” AS “other”, ELSE OMIT “(other)”.]

21. [poldisc_peoplekn] Now thinking about all (other) interactions that could take place in person, over the phone, or in a video call how many days in a typical week do those interactions involve politics?

0. Zero days
1. One day
2. Two days
3. Three days
4. Four days
5. Five days
6. Six days
7. Seven days

22. [poldisc_intldisc] How often, if at all, do you talk to friends or family who live in other countries about events happening in that country?

1. Never
2. Rarely
3. Occasionally
4. Somewhat often
5. Very often

23. [mobil_intro] We would like to find out about some of the things people did in the 2020 presidential election four years ago to help a party or a candidate.
24. [mobil_talk] During the campaign, did you talk to any people and try to show them why they should vote for or against one of the parties or candidates?

   1. Yes
   2. No

25. [mobil_online] Did you participate in any online political meetings, rallies, speeches, fundraisers, or things like that in support of a particular candidate?

   1. Yes
   2. No

26. [mobil_rally] Did you go to any political meetings, rallies, speeches, dinners, or things like that in support of a particular candidate?

   1. Yes
   2. No

27. [mobil_button] Did you wear a campaign button, put a campaign sticker on your car, or place a sign in your window or in front of your house?

   1. Yes
   2. No

28. [mobil_work] Did you do any (other) work for one of the parties or candidates?

   1. Yes
   2. No

29. [contrib_donate] During an election year people are often asked to make a contribution to support campaigns. Did you give money to an individual candidate running for public office?

   1. Yes
   2. No

30. [contrib_party] [IF CONTRIBUTION=1] Which party did that candidate belong to?

   1. Democratic
   2. Republican
   3. Both Democratic and Republican
5. Other {SPECIFY}

31. [part_protest] During the past 5 years, have you joined in a protest march, rally, or demonstration, or have you not done this in the past 5 years?

1. Have done this in past 5 years
2. Have not done this in the past 5 years

[VOTE]

[GENERATE RANDOMIZATION VARIABLE RAND_PID=1,2]
[GENERATE RANDOMIZATION VARIABLE RAND_VOTE=1,2]
[GENERATE RANDOMIZATION VARIABLE RAND_DTIME=1,2]
[GENERATE RANDOMIZATION VARIABLE RAND_CAND=1,2]

32. [pid_pid1d] [IF RAND_PID=1] Generally speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a Democrat, a Republican, an independent, or what?

1. Democrat
2. Republican
3. Independent
5. Other party {SPECIFY}

33. [pid_pid1r] [IF RAND_PID=2] Generally speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a Republican, a Democrat, an independent, or what?

1. Republican
2. Democrat
3. Independent
5. Other party {SPECIFY}

34. [pid_dstr] [IF PID_PID1D = 1 OR PID_PID1R = 2] Would you call yourself a strong Democrat or a not very strong Democrat?

1. Strong
2. Not very strong

35. [pid_rstr] [IF PID_PID1D = 2 OR PID_PID1R = 1] Would you call yourself a strong Republican or a not very strong Republican?

1. Strong
2. Not very strong
36. [pid_partylean] [IF PID_PID1D OR PID_PID1R = 3, 5, DK/RF] [IF RAND_PID=1 DISPLAY DEMOCRATIC, REPUBLICAN; IF RAND_PID=2, DISPLAY REPUBLICAN, DEMOCRATIC] Do you think of yourself as closer to the [Democratic/Republican] Party or to the [Republican/Democratic] Party?

1. Closer to the [Democratic/Republican] Party
2. Closer to the [Republican/Democratic] Party
3. Neither

37. [vchoice_primary] [IF RPID_PID1D=2 | RPID_PID1R=1 | RAND_PID=1 & PID_PARTYLEAN=2 | RAND_PID=2 & PID_PARTYLEAN=1] Which of the following candidates would you like to see as the Republican presidential nominee?

[RANDOMIZE ORDER OPTIONS 1:2]
1. Nikki Haley
2. Donald Trump
3. Other {SPECIFY}

38. [vchoice_rematch] [IF RAND_CAND=1 DISPLAY TRUMP, BIDEN; IF RAND_CAND=2 DISPLAY BIDEN, TRUMP] If the candidates in the 2024 presidential election were [Donald Trump and Joe Biden/Joe Biden and Donald Trump], who would you vote for?

1. Donald Trump/Joe Biden
2. Joe Biden/Donald Trump

39. [vchoice_rematchstr] [IF VCHOICE_REMATCH=1|2] Are you certain that you would vote for that person, or could you still change your mind?

1. Certain to support
2. May change mind

40. [voteturn_saveface] [IF RAND_VOTE=1] In 2020, the major candidates for president were Donald Trump for the Republicans and Joe Biden for the Democrats. In that election, did you definitely vote, definitely not vote, or are you not completely sure whether you voted?

1. Definitely voted
2. Definitely did not vote
3. Not completely sure

41. [voteturn_lookup] [IF RAND_VOTE=2] [IF RAND_CAND=1 DISPLAY TRUMP, BIDEN; IF RAND_CAND=2 DISPLAY BIDEN, TRUMP] In 2020, the major candidates for president were [Donald Trump for the Republicans and Joe Biden for the Democrats/ Joe Biden for the Democrats and Donald Trump for the Republicans].
We talk to many people who tell us they did not vote. And we talk to a few people who tell us they did vote, who really did not. We can tell they did not vote by checking with official government records. What about you? If we check the official government voter records, will they show that you voted in that election, or that you did not vote in that election?

1. I voted  
2. I did not vote

42. [decidetime_cat] [[IF VOTETURN_SAVEFACE=4 OR VOTETURN_LOOKUP=1] & IF RAND_DTIME=1] [IF RAND_CAND=1 DISPLAY TRUMP, BIDEN; IF RAND_CAND=2 DISPLAY BIDEN, TRUMP] Thinking now about the last presidential election in 2020, between [Donald Trump and Joe Biden/Joe Biden and Donald Trump], how long before Election Day did you decide that you were going to vote the way you did?

1. 0-2 weeks  
2. 3-4 weeks  
3. 2 months  
4. 3 months  
5. 4 months  
6. 5 months  
7. 6+ months

43. [decidetime_open] [[IF VOTETURN_SAVEFACE=4 OR VOTETURN_LOOKUP=1] & IF RAND_DTIME=2] [IF RAND_CAND=1 DISPLAY TRUMP, BIDEN; IF RAND_CAND=2 DISPLAY BIDEN, TRUMP] Thinking now about the last presidential election in 2020, between [Donald Trump and Joe Biden/Joe Biden and Donald Trump], how long before Election Day did you decide that you were going to vote the way you did?

[TEXT ENTRY]

[ISSUES]

[GENERATE RANDOMIZATION VARIABLE RAND_PARTY=1,2]

44. [impissue_intro] Some people have a political issue that they care about more than most other issues. They might think about the issue a lot. They might pay particular attention to news about that issue, even when it's not making national news. They might focus on what political candidates say about that issue, and decide who to vote for on the basis of that issue. Or they might just care about the issue a lot. Is there an issue like that for you?

1. Yes
2. No

45. [impissue_issue] [IF IMPISSUE_INTRO=1] In just a sentence or two, what issue is it that you care about?

[TEXT ENTRY]

[DISPLAY IMP_STEM FOR EACH QUESTION IN IMP SECTION.]

46. [imp_stem] How important are each of the following issues in the country today?

[RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER OF ITEMS IN IMP, CARRY RANDOMIZATION TO OWN]

47. [imp_immig] Illegal immigration

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Moderately important
4. Slightly important
5. Not at all important

48. [imp_jobs] Jobs and employment

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Moderately important
4. Slightly important
5. Not at all important

49. [imp_costliv] The cost of living and rising prices

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Moderately important
4. Slightly important
5. Not at all important

50. [imp_climate] Climate change

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Moderately important
4. Slightly important
5. Not at all important
51. **[imp_abort]** Abortion

   1. Extremely important
   2. Very important
   3. Moderately important
   4. Slightly important
   5. Not at all important

52. **[imp-gun]** Gun policy

   1. Extremely important
   2. Very important
   3. Moderately important
   4. Slightly important
   5. Not at all important

53. **[imp-crime]** Crime

   1. Extremely important
   2. Very important
   3. Moderately important
   4. Slightly important
   5. Not at all important

54. **[imp-gaza]** The war in Gaza

   1. Extremely important
   2. Very important
   3. Moderately important
   4. Slightly important
   5. Not at all important

55. **[imp-antisem]** Antisemitism

   1. Extremely important
   2. Very important
   3. Moderately important
   4. Slightly important
   5. Not at all important

56. **[imp-votright]** Voting rights

   1. Extremely important
   2. Very important
3. Moderately important
4. Slightly important
5. Not at all important

57. [imp_ukraine] The war in Ukraine

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Moderately important
4. Slightly important
5. Not at all important

58. [imp_schteach] What’s being taught in public schools

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Moderately important
4. Slightly important
5. Not at all important

59. [imp_islamop] Anti-Muslim bias

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Moderately important
4. Slightly important
5. Not at all important

60. [own_stem] [IF RAND_PARTY=1, DISPLAY DEMOCRATS, REPUBLICANS; IF RAND_PARTY=2, DISPLAY REPUBLICANS, DEMOCRATS] Please tell us which political party—the [Democrats/Republicans] or the [Republicans/Democrats]—would do a better job handling each of the following issues, or is there no difference.

[IF RAND_PARTY=1, USE RESPONSE OPTIONS 1. DEMOCRATS, 2. REPUBLICANS; IF RAND_PARTY=2, USE RESPONSE OPTIONS 1. REPUBLICANS, 2. DEMOCRATS]

61. [own_immig] Illegal immigration

1. [Democrats/Republicans]
2. [Republicans/Democrats]
3. No difference

62. [own_jobs] Jobs and employment
1. [Democrats/Republican]ns
2. [Republicans/Democrats]
3. No difference

63. [own_costliv] The cost of living and rising prices
1. [Democrats/Republican]ns
2. [Republicans/Democrats]
3. No difference

64. [own_climate] Climate change
1. [Democrats/Republican]ns
2. [Republicans/Democrats]
3. No difference

65. [own_abort] Abortion
1. [Democrats/Republican]ns
2. [Republicans/Democrats]
3. No difference

66. [own_gun] Gun policy
1. [Democrats/Republican]ns
2. [Republicans/Democrats]
3. No difference

67. [own_crime] Crime
1. [Democrats/Republican]ns
2. [Republicans/Democrats]
3. No difference

68. [own_gaza] The war in Gaza
1. [Democrats/Republican]ns
2. [Republicans/Democrats]
3. No difference

69. [own_antisem] Antisemitism
1. [Democrats/Republican]ns
2. [Republicans/Democrats]
3. No difference

70. [own_votright] Voting rights

1. [Democrats/Republicans]
2. [Republicans/Democrats]
3. No difference

71. [own_ukraine] The war in Ukraine

1. [Democrats/Republicans]
2. [Republicans/Democrats]
3. No difference

72. [own_schteach] What’s being taught in public schools

1. [Democrats/Republicans]
2. [Republicans/Democrats]
3. No difference

73. [own_islamop] Anti-Muslim bias

1. [Democrats/Republicans]
2. [Republicans/Democrats]
3. No difference

[RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER OF HIGHERED ITEMS]

74. [highered_bias] Do you think most colleges and universities have a liberal bias, a conservative bias, or no political bias in what they teach students?

1. Strong liberal bias
2. Some liberal bias
3. No political bias
4. Some conservative bias
5. Strong conservative bias

75. [highered_approve] Do you approve, disapprove, or neither approve nor disapprove of how most colleges and universities are run these days?

1. Approve strongly
2. Approve somewhat
3. Neither approve nor disapprove
4. Disapprove somewhat
5. Disapprove strongly

[IDENT]

76. [secular_reason] Would you say you rely mostly on reason and evidence, or religious beliefs to make important decisions in your life, or do you rely on both equally?

1. Reason and evidence
2. Both equally
3. Religious beliefs

77. [secular_reasonstr] [IF SECULAR_REASON=1|3] How strongly do you feel that way?

1. Strongly
2. Not strongly

78. [ideology_lcself] We hear a lot of talk these days about liberals and conservatives. Here is a seven-point scale on which the political views that people might hold are arranged from extremely liberal to extremely conservative.

Where would you place yourself on this scale, or haven't you thought much about this?

1. Extremely liberal
2. Liberal
3. Slightly liberal
4. Moderate; middle of the road
5. Slightly conservative
6. Conservative
7. Extremely conservative

79. [trust_soctrust] Generally speaking, how often can you trust other people?

1. Always
2. Most of the time
3. About half the time
4. Some of the time
5. Never

[RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER OF SOCDESIR ITEMS]

80. [socdesir_lies] If you have to, how often do you tell lies?
1. Extremely often
2. Very often
3. Moderately often
4. Rarely
5. Never

81. [socdesir_advant] How often have you taken advantage of someone?
   1. Extremely often
   2. Very often
   3. Moderately often
   4. Rarely
   5. Never

82. [socdesir_friend] How often have you said something bad about a friend behind his or her back?
   1. Extremely often
   2. Very often
   3. Moderately often
   4. Rarely
   5. Never

[RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER OF VICTIM ITEMS]

83. [victim_fairshare] Do you think you get more than your fair share in life, less than your fair share, or about the right amount?
   1. Much more
   2. Somewhat more
   3. About right
   4. Somewhat less
   5. Much less

84. [victim_break] When it comes to catching breaks, do you think you get more than others, about the same as others, or fewer than others?
   1. Many more
   2. A little more
   3. About the same
   4. A little fewer
   5. Many fewer

[POLICE]
85. [police_safe] Do you feel safe, unsafe, or neither safe nor unsafe around police officers?

1. Mostly safe
2. Somewhat safe
3. Neither safe nor unsafe
4. Somewhat unsafe
5. Mostly unsafe

86. [police_confid] How much confidence, if any, do you have in police officers to act in the best interests of the public?

1. A great deal
2. A lot
3. A moderate amount
4. A little
5. None at all

87. [police_number] Do you think the number of police on the street should be decreased, increased, or kept about the same?

1. Decreased a lot
2. Decreased a little
3. Kept about the same
4. Increased a little
5. Increased a lot

88. [crime_selfplc] Some people say that the best way to reduce crime is to address the social problems that cause crime, like bad schools, poverty, and joblessness. (Suppose these people are at one end of a scale, at point 1.)

Other people say the best way to reduce crime is to make sure that criminals are caught, convicted, and punished. (Suppose these people are at the other end, at point 7.)

And, of course, some other people have opinions somewhere in between at points 2, 3, 4, 5 or 6.

Where would you place yourself on this scale or haven't you thought much about this?

1. Address the social problems that cause crime
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. Make sure criminals are caught, convicted, and punished

[RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER CRIME_BIDENPLC, CRIME_TRUMPPPLC]

89. [crime_bidenplc] Where would you place Joe Biden on this scale?

1. Address the social problems that cause crime
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. Make sure criminals are caught, convicted, and punished

90. [crime_trumpplc] Where would you place Donald Trump on this scale?

1. Address the social problems that cause crime
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7. Make sure criminals are caught, convicted, and punished

91. [treatcrime_intro] How serious of a crime should each of the following be considered, or should it not be considered a crime?

[RANDOMIZE ORDER OF TREATCRIMES ITEMS]

92. [treatcrime_theft] Thefts of less than $1,000, such as shoplifting?

1. Extremely serious
2. Very serious
3. Moderately serious
4. Slightly serious
5. Not a crime

93. [treatcrime_marij] Possession of small amounts of marijuana?

1. Extremely serious
2. Very serious
3. Moderately serious
4. Slightly serious
5. Not a crime

94. [treatcrime_camp] Homeless camps in downtown areas?

1. Extremely serious
2. Very serious
3. Moderately serious
4. Slightly serious
5. Not a crime

95. [treatcrime_firearm] Illegally possessing a gun?

1. Extremely serious
2. Very serious
3. Moderately serious
4. Slightly serious
5. Not a crime

96. [treatcrime_abort] A woman crossing state lines to receive an abortion because the procedure is banned in the state where she lives?

1. Extremely serious
2. Very serious
3. Moderately serious
4. Slightly serious
5. Not a crime

[IMMIG]

[RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER BORDER ITEMS]

97. [border_patrol] Should the number of agents patrolling the U.S.-Mexico border be increased, decreased, or kept the same?

1. Increased a lot
2. Increased somewhat
3. Kept the same
4. Decreased somewhat
5. Decreased a lot
98. [border_milit] Would you favor or oppose using the United States military to stop people from illegally crossing the border?

1. Strongly favor
2. Somewhat favor
3. Neither favor nor oppose
4. Somewhat oppose
5. Strongly oppose

99. [border_legal] Should it be easier, harder, or about the same for immigrants to come to the U.S. legally?

1. A lot easier
2. Somewhat easier
3. About the same
4. Somewhat harder
5. A lot harder

[FORPOL]

[RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER OF AID ITEMS]

100. [aid_ukraine] Do you favor, oppose, or neither favor nor oppose the United States giving weapons to help Ukraine fight Russia?

1. Strongly favor
2. Somewhat favor
3. Neither favor nor oppose
4. Somewhat oppose
5. Strongly oppose

101. [aid_israel] Do you favor, oppose, or neither favor nor oppose the United States giving military assistance to Israel?

1. Strongly favor
2. Somewhat favor
3. Neither favor nor oppose
4. Somewhat oppose
5. Strongly oppose

102. [aid_palest] Do you favor or oppose, or neither favor nor oppose the United States providing humanitarian assistance to Palestinians in the Gaza Strip?

1. Strongly favor
2. Somewhat favor
3. Neither favor nor oppose
4. Somewhat oppose
5. Strongly oppose

103. [presapp_israel] Do you approve or disapprove of the way Joe Biden is handling the war between Israel and Hamas?

1. Approve
2. Disapprove

104. [presapp_israelstr] [IF PRESAPP_ISRAEL=1, DISPLAY “APPROVE”; IF PRESAPP_ISRAEL=2, DISPLAY “DISAPPROVE”] Do you [approve/disapprove] strongly or not strongly?

1. Strongly
2. Not strongly

105. [prej_intro] How much discrimination is there in the United States today against each of the following groups?

[RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER PREJ_MUSLIMS, PREJ_JEWS]

106. [prej_muslims] Muslims

1. A great deal
2. A lot
3. A moderate amount
4. A little
5. None at all

107. [prej_jews] Jews

1. A great deal
2. A lot
3. A moderate amount
4. A little
5. None at all

[FTERM]
We would like to get your feelings toward some of our political leaders and other people who are in the news these days. We will show the name of a person and we’d like you to rate that person using something we call the feeling thermometer.

Ratings between 50 degrees and 100 degrees mean that you feel favorable and warm toward the person. Ratings between 0 degrees and 50 degrees mean that you don’t feel favorable toward the person and that you don’t care too much for that person. You would rate the person at the 50 degree mark if you don’t feel particularly warm or cold toward the person.

If we come to a person whose name you don’t recognize, you don’t need to rate that person. Just click ‘Next’ and we’ll move on to the next one.

[USE YOUGOV FEELING THERMOMETER WIDGET FOR FTHERM ITEMS]

[RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER OF ITEMS IN CAND: CAND_TRUMP AND CAND_BIDEN.]

109. [cand_trump] How would you rate Donald Trump?

110. [cand_biden] How would you rate Joe Biden?

111. [group_intro] Still using the thermometer, we would like you to rate some groups. Please click ‘Next’ to continue.

[RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER OF SUBMODULES GROUP, FOREIGN, PARTY]

[RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER OF ITEMS IN GROUP]

112. [group_maga] How would you rate MAGA activists?

113. [group_demsoc] How would you rate Democratic socialists?

114. [group_fascists] How would you rate fascists?

115. [group_kkk] How would you rate the Ku Klux Klan?

116. [group_nazi] How would you rate neo-Nazis?

117. [group_blm] How would you rate Black Lives Matter activists?

118. [group_atheists] How would you rate atheists?

119. [group_prolife] How would you rate pro-life activists?
120. [group_prochoice] How would you rate pro-choice activists?
121. [group_gunrights] How would you rate gun rights activists?
122. [group_lgbtrights] How would you rate LGBTQ+ rights activists?
123. [group_feminists] How would you rate feminists?
124. [group_whitesup] How would you rate white supremacists?
125. [group_antigay] How would you rate anti-gay rights activists?
126. [group_socialist] How would you rate socialists?
127. [group_antifa] How would you rate Antifa?
128. [group_christfund] How would you rate Christian Fundamentalists?
129. [group_laborun] How would you rate labor unions?
130. [group_bigbus] How would you rate big business?
131. [group_gayles] How would you rate gay men and lesbians?
132. [group_transppl] How would you rate transgender people?
133. [group_christians] How would you rate Christians?
134. [group_police] How would you rate police?
135. [group_journal] How would you rate journalists?
136. [group_nra] How would you rate the National Rifle Association (NRA)?
137. [group_ruralam] How would you rate rural Americans?
138. [group_planparent] How would you rate Planned Parenthood?
139. [group_colprofs] How would you rate college professors?
140. [group_black] How would you rate Blacks?
141. [group_white] How would you rate Whites?
142. [group_hispanic] How would you rate Hispanics?
143. [group_asian] How would you rate Asians?
144. [group_transmen] How would you rate transgender men?
145. [group_transwom] How would you rate transgender women?
146. [group_jews] How would you rate Jews?
147. [group_muslims] How would you rate Muslims?

[RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER OF ITEMS IN FOREIGN]
148. [foreign_israel] How would you rate Israel?
149. [foreign_hamas] How would you rate Hamas?
150. [foreign_israelis] How would you rate Israelis?
151. [foreign_palest] How would you rate Palestinians?

[RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER OF ITEMS IN PARTY]
152. [party_repub] How would you rate the Republican party?
153. [party_democ] How would you rate the Democratic party?

[DEMNORM]
[GENERATE RANDOMIZATION VARIABLE RAND_TOL=1,2]
[SET PIPEGROUP = FTERM_GROUP WITH LOWEST SCORE, EXCLUDING GROUP_BIGBUS. IF MORE THAN ONE HAS THE SAME MINIMUM SCORE, RANDOMLY SELECT FROM AMONG THOSE TIED FOR LOW SCORE AND RECORD THE SELECTION]
[IF PIPEGROUP IN LIST[KKK, ANTIFA, LABORUN, NRA, PLANPARENT] INSERT 'MEMBERS OF' BEFORE PIPEGROUP.]
154. [tol_freespeech] How important is it that people can say what they want without state or government censorship?

1. Extremely
2. Very
3. Moderately
4. Somewhat
5. Not at all

155. [disqual_intro] Would each of the following keep you from voting for a candidate running for public office?
[RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER DISQUAL_FELON, DISQUAL_BRIBE, DISQUAL_DOCS, DISQUAL_SEXHAR. DISPLAY ITEMS DISQUAL_FELON THROUGH DISQUAL_SEXHAR ONE AT A TIME ON THE SAME SCREEN AS DISQUAL_INTRO]

156. [disqual_felon] Conviction of a felony

1. Yes
2. No

157. [disqual_bribe] Acceptance of a bribe from a foreign government

1. Yes
2. No

158. [disqual_docs] Mishandling of top secret documents

1. Yes
2. No

159. [disqual_sexhar] Allegations of sexual harassment

1. Yes
2. No

[RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER OF MISINFO ITEMS, KEEPING EACH ITEM WITH STR FOLLOW-UP]

160. [misinfo_win20] Which of these two statements do you think is most likely to be true?

1. Donald Trump was the legitimate winner of the 2020 presidential election.
2. Joe Biden was the legitimate winner of the 2020 presidential election.

161. [misinfo_win20str] How confident are you about that?

[RANDOMLY FORWARD OR REVERSE RESPONSE OPTIONS]
1. Not at all
2. A little
3. Moderately
4. Very
5. Extremely

162. [misinfoHunter] Which of these two statements do you think is most likely to be true?

1. Hunter Biden's laptop showed that he made deals with Ukrainian and Chinese businesses.
2. Hunter Biden's laptop did not show that he made deals with Ukrainian and Chinese businesses.

163. [misinfoHunterStr] How confident are you about that?

[RANDOMLY FORWARD OR REVERSE RESPONSE OPTIONS]
1. Not at all
2. A little
3. Moderately
4. Very
5. Extremely

164. [misinfoJansix] Which of these two statements do you think is most likely to be true?

1. The events at the U.S. Capitol on January 6, 2021, were planned and carried out by pro-Trump protesters
2. The events at the U.S. Capitol on January 6, 2021, were planned and carried out by FBI agents posing as pro-Trump protesters

165. [misinfoJansixStr] How confident are you about that?

[RANDOMLY FORWARD OR REVERSE RESPONSE OPTIONS]
1. Not at all
2. A little
3. Moderately
4. Very
5. Extremely

166. [misinfoTrump16] Which of these two statements do you think is most likely to be true?

1. Donald Trump's campaign colluded with the Russian government in 2016
2. Donald Trump's campaign did not collude with the Russian government in 2016
167.  [misinfo_trump16str] How confident are you about that?

[RANDOMLY FORWARD OR REVERSE RESPONSE OPTIONS]
1. Not at all
2. A little
3. Moderately
4. Very
5. Extremely

168.  [misinfo_bidendoc] Which of these two statements do you think is most likely to be true?

1. Several classified documents were found in Joe Biden's garage
2. No classified documents were found in Joe Biden's garage

169.  [misinfo_bidendocstr] How confident are you about that?

[RANDOMLY FORWARD OR REVERSE RESPONSE OPTIONS]
1. Not at all
2. A little
3. Moderately
4. Very
5. Extremely

[RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER OF ITEMS IN TOLNEW]

170.  [tolnew_speech] [IF RAND_TOL=1] How strongly would you support or oppose allowing [members of] [pipegroup] to give a speech on a university campus, as long as the speech does not incite violence?

1. Strongly support
2. Somewhat support
3. Neither support nor oppose
4. Somewhat oppose
5. Strongly oppose

171.  [tolnew_socmedia] [IF RAND_TOL=1] How strongly would you support or oppose legally requiring social media companies to remove all content posted by [members of] [pipegroup]?

1. Strongly support
2. Somewhat support
3. Neither support nor oppose
4. Somewhat oppose
5. Strongly oppose

172. [tolnew_puboffice] [IF RAND_TOL=1] How strongly would you support or oppose banning [members of] [pipegroup] from running for public office, even if they do not advocate violence?

   1. Strongly support
   2. Somewhat support
   3. Neither support nor oppose
   4. Somewhat oppose
   5. Strongly oppose

173. [tolnew_rally] [IF RAND_TOL=1] How strongly would you support or oppose allowing [members of] [pipegroup] to hold a nonviolent public rally in your community?

   1. Strongly support
   2. Somewhat support
   3. Neither support nor oppose
   4. Somewhat oppose
   5. Strongly oppose

174. [tolnew_teach] [IF RAND_TOL=1] How strongly would you support or oppose firing public school teachers for being [members of] [pipegroup]?

   1. Strongly support
   2. Somewhat support
   3. Neither support nor oppose
   4. Somewhat oppose
   5. Strongly oppose

175. [tolnew_monitor] [IF RAND_TOL=1] How strongly would you support or oppose government monitoring the email and social media accounts of [members of] [pipegroup], even if they have not broken any laws?

   1. Strongly support
   2. Somewhat support
   3. Neither support nor oppose
   4. Somewhat oppose
   5. Strongly oppose

176. [tolold_intro] [IF RAND_TOL=2] Now we’re going to show you a couple more statements. After each one, we would like you to tell us how strongly you agree or disagree.
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[RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER OF TOLOLD_PRES, TOLOLD_TEACH, TOLOLD_OUTLAW, TOLOLD_SPEECH, TOLOLD_TAP, TOLOLD_RALLY]

177. [tolold_pres] [IF RAND_TOL=2] [IF PIPEGROUP NOT IN LIST[KKK, ANTIFA, LABORUN, NRA, PLANPARENT] CAPITALIZE FIRST WORD]

[Members of] [pipegroup] should be banned from being president of the United States.

1. Agree strongly
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

178. [tolold_teach] [IF RAND_TOL=2] [IF PIPEGROUP NOT IN LIST[KKK, ANTIFA, LABORUN, NRA, PLANPARENT] CAPITALIZE FIRST WORD]

[Members of] [pipegroup] should be allowed to teach in public schools.

1. Agree strongly
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

179. [tolold_outlaw] [IF RAND_TOL=2] [CAPITALIZE FIRST WORD OF PIPEVOTE]

[pipegroup] should be outlawed.

1. Agree strongly
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

180. [tolold_speech] [IF RAND_TOL=2] [IF PIPEGROUP NOT IN LIST[KKK, ANTIFA, LABORUN, NRA, PLANPARENT] CAPITALIZE FIRST WORD]

[Members of] [pipegroup] should be allowed to make a speech in this city.

1. Agree strongly
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

181. [tolold_tap] [IF RAND_TOL=2] [IF PIPEGROUP NOT IN LIST[KKK, ANTIFA, LABORUN, NRA, PLANPARENT] CAPITALIZE FIRST WORD]

[Members of] [pipegroup] should have their phones tapped by our government.

1. Agree strongly
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

182. [tolold_rally] [IF RAND_TOL=2] [IF PIPEGROUP NOT IN LIST[KKK, ANTIFA, LABORUN, NRA, PLANPARENT] CAPITALIZE FIRST WORD]

[Members of] [pipegroup] should be allowed to hold public rallies in our city.

1. Agree strongly
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

183. [felonserve_fedoff] Do you favor, oppose, or neither favor nor oppose allowing convicted felons to serve in federal office (as the President or in Congress) once they complete their sentence?

1. Favor
2. Oppose
3. Neither favor nor oppose

[DEMOG]

[GENERATE RANDOMIZATION VARIABLE RAND_PARTIC=1,2]

184. [child_nseventeen] How many children between the ages of thirteen and seventeen live in your household?

0. No children
1. One child
2. Two children
3. Three children
4. Four children
5. Five children
6. Six children
7. Seven children
8. Eight children
9. More than eight children

185. [child_particrat] [IF RAND_PARTIC=1 AND NSEVENTEEN != 0] [IF NSEVENTEEN = 1 DISPLAY 'CHILD'; IF NSEVENTEEN > 1 DISPLAY 'CHILDREN'] We're considering asking young people questions similar to the questions we're asking you. Would you give permission for your [child/children] between 13 and 17 years old to participate in survey like this one?

    1. Yes
    2. No

186. [child_partic] [IF RAND_PARTIC=2 AND NSEVENTEEN != 0] [IF NSEVENTEEN = 1 DISPLAY 'CHILD'; IF NSEVENTEEN > 1 DISPLAY 'CHILDREN'] Would you give permission for your [child/children] between 13 and 17 years old to participate in survey like this one?

    1. Yes
    2. No

187. [empsat_paidoff] Thinking about the time and money you spent on education or job training, has it paid off more than you expected, less than you expected, or about as much as you expected?

    1. Much more than expected
    2. A little more than expected
    3. About as much as expected
    4. A little less than expected
    5. Much less than expected

[ASK EDUCATIONAL ATTAINMENT IF NOT AVAILABLE TO IMPORT FROM PROFILE SURVEY]

188. [stloan_amtowe] [IF EDULEVEL > 9] How much money do you currently owe in student loans? If none, type 0.

    [NUMERIC ENTRY, SOFT RANGE 0 to 99,999, HARD RANGE 0 to 1,000,000]
189. **[race_mena]** Are you of Middle Eastern or North African descent?

1. Yes
2. No

190. **[identity_selfid]** [MULTIPUNCH] Do you have any of the following disabilities or chronic conditions? Mark all that apply.

1. Health-related condition or disability
2. Mental health condition
3. Learning disability or ADHD
4. Autism
5. Blind or visually impaired
6. Deaf or hard of hearing
7. Mobility-related disability
8. Speech-related disability
9. Other (please specify)
10. I do not have a disability or chronic condition

191. **[identity_imp]** [IF IDENTITY_SELFID !=10] How important, if at all, is being a person with a disability or chronic condition to your identity?

1. Extremely important
2. Very important
3. Moderately important
4. A little important
5. Not at all important

192. **[socpoldist_stresselect]** How much, if at all, does the current election stress you out?

1. Extremely
2. Very much
3. Moderately
4. A little
5. Not at all

193. **[pol_exhaust]** How often do you feel exhausted when thinking about politics these days?
1. Never
2. Almost never
3. Sometimes
4. Fairly often
5. Very often

194. **[sleep_sleeprest]** Generally speaking, how would you rate the quality of the sleep you usually get?

1. Excellent
2. Very Good
3. Good
4. Fair
5. Poor

[RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER OF PERCSTRESS ITEMS]

195. **[percstress_problem]** In the last month, how often have you felt confident about your ability to handle your personal problems?

1. Never
2. Almost never
3. Sometimes
4. Fairly often
5. Very often

196. **[percstress_difficult]** In the last month, how often have you felt difficulties were piling up so high that you could not overcome them?

1. Never
2. Almost never
3. Sometimes
4. Fairly often
5. Very often

[ABRT]

197. **[presapp_abrtpres]** Do you approve or disapprove of the way Joe Biden is handling abortion policy?

1. Approve
2. Disapprove
198. [presapp_abtpresstr] If PRESAPP_ABRTPRES = 1 use “APPROVE”; if PRESAPP_ABRTPRES = 2 use “DISAPPROVE.” Do you [approve/disapprove] strongly or not strongly?

1. Strongly
2. Not strongly

[Randomize and record order of ABRTPRE_STANDARD and ABRTPRE_ABRTSELF:ABRTPRE_RPC. Do not randomize order within ABRTPRE_ABRTSELF:ABRTPRE_RPC.]

199. [abrtpre_standard] There has been some discussion about abortion during recent years. Which one of the opinions on this page best agrees with your view?

1. By law, abortion should never be permitted.
2. The law should permit abortion only in case of rape, incest, or when the woman’s life is in danger.
3. The law should permit abortion for reasons other than rape, incest, or danger to the woman’s life, but only after the need for the abortion has been clearly established.
4. By law, a woman should always be able to obtain an abortion as a matter of personal choice.
5. Other {Specify}

200. [abrtpre_abrtself] Some people feel abortion should always be permitted without restrictions. Suppose these people are at one end of a scale, at point 1.

Others feel that abortion should never be permitted. Suppose these people are at the other end, at point 7.

And, of course, some other people have opinions somewhere in between, at points 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6.

Where would you place yourself on this scale, or haven’t you thought much about this?

1. Abortion should always be permitted without restrictions
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. Abortion should never be permitted

[Randomize and record order of ABRTPRE_ABRTDPC, ABRTPRE_ABTRRPC]
201. Where would you place Joe Biden on this issue?

1. Abortion should always be permitted without restrictions
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. Abortion should never be permitted

202. Where would you place Donald Trump on this issue?

1. Abortion should always be permitted without restrictions
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. Abortion should never be permitted

203. Do you favor, oppose, or neither favor nor oppose it being legal to provide someone younger than 18 with surgery and hormones for a gender transition?

1. Strongly favor
2. Somewhat favor
3. Neither favor nor oppose
4. Somewhat oppose
5. Strongly oppose

204. Several states have considered laws that would ban transgender girls from participating in K-12 girls’ sports. Would you support or oppose such a law?

1. Strongly support
2. Somewhat support
3. Neither support nor oppose
4. Somewhat oppose
5. Strongly oppose

205. [trans_sportboy] Several states have considered laws that would ban transgender boys from participating in K-12 boys’ sports. Would you support or oppose such a law?

1. Strongly support
2. Somewhat support
3. Neither support nor oppose
4. Somewhat oppose
5. Strongly oppose

[RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER OF RACEADVT_WHITE, RACEADVT_BLACK, RACEADVT_HISPANIC, RACEADVT_ASIAN, KEEPING EACH ITEM WITH ITS STR FOLLOW-UP]

206. [raceadvt_white] In American society, do you think that being White comes with more advantages, more disadvantages, or about equal advantages and disadvantages compared to other racial/ethnic groups?

1. More advantages
2. About equal advantages and disadvantages
3. More disadvantages

207. [raceadvt_whitestr] [IF RACEADVT_WHITE=1] [IF RACEADVT_WHITE=3] [IF RACEADVT_WHITE=1, DISPLAY “ADVANTAGES”; IF RACEADVT_WHITE=3, DISPLAY “DISADVANTAGES”] Is that many more [advantages/disadvantages] or just a few?

1. Many more
2. Somewhat more
3. Just a few more

208. [raceadvt_black] In American society, do you think that being Black comes with more advantages, more disadvantages, or about equal advantages and disadvantages compared to other racial/ethnic groups?

1. More advantages
2. About equal advantages and disadvantages
3. More disadvantages

209. [raceadvt_blackstr] [IF RACEADVT_BLACK =1] [IF RACEADVT_BLACK =3] [IF RACEADVT_BLACK=1, DISPLAY “ADVANTAGES”; IF RACEADVT_BLACK =3, DISPLAY “DISADVANTAGES”] Is that many more [advantages/disadvantages] or just a few?

1. Many more
2. Somewhat more
3. Just a few more

210. [raceadvt_hispanic] In American society, do you think that being Hispanic comes with more advantages, more disadvantages, or about equal advantages and disadvantages compared to other racial/ethnic groups?
   1. More advantages
   2. About equal advantages and disadvantages
   3. More disadvantages

211. [raceadvt_hispanicstr] [IF RACEADVT_HISPANIC=1|3] [IF RACEADVT_HISPANIC=1, DISPLAY “ADVANTAGES”; IF RACEADVT_HISPANIC=3, DISPLAY “DISADVANTAGES”] Is that many more [advantages/disadvantages] or just a few?
   1. Many more
   2. Somewhat more
   3. Just a few more

212. [raceadvt_asian] In American society, do you think that being Asian comes with more advantages, more disadvantages, or about equal advantages and disadvantages compared to other racial/ethnic groups?
   1. More advantages
   2. About equal advantages and disadvantages
   3. More disadvantages

213. [raceadvt_asianstr] [IF RACEADVT_ASIAN=1|3] [IF RACEADVT_ASIAN=1, DISPLAY “ADVANTAGES”; IF RACEADVT_ASIAN=3, DISPLAY “DISADVANTAGES”] Is that many more [advantages/disadvantages] or just a few?
   1. Many more
   2. Somewhat more
   3. Just a few more

[RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER OF RESENT, SEXISM, AND EMPATH SECTIONS]

[RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER OF RESENT ITEMS AFTER RESENT_INTRO]

214. [resent_intro] Now we’re going to show you a couple more statements. After each one, we would like you to tell us how strongly you agree or disagree.
215. [resent_workway] “Irish, Italian, Jewish and many other minorities overcame prejudice and worked their way up. Blacks should do the same without any special favors.”

1. Agree strongly
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

216. [resent_genertns] “Generations of slavery and discrimination have created conditions that make it difficult for blacks to work their way out of the lower class.”

1. Agree strongly
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

217. [resent_deserve] “Over the past few years, blacks have gotten less than they deserve.”

1. Agree strongly
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

218. [resent_tryhard] “It’s really a matter of some people not trying hard enough; if blacks would only try harder they could be just as well off as whites.”

1. Agree strongly
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

219. [sexism_intro]. Now we’re going to show you a few more statements. After each one, we would like you to tell us how strongly you agree or disagree.

220. [sexism_bprotect] “There is no particular need for men to protect and cherish women.”
1. Agree strongly
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

221. [sexism_bdiff] “Many women have a quality of purity that few men possess.”

1. Agree strongly
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

222. [sexism_bhetero] “Every man ought to have a woman whom he adores.”

1. Agree strongly
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

223. [sexism_hinnoc] “Many women interpret innocent remarks or acts as being sexist.”

1. Agree strongly
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

224. [sexism_hpower] “Women seek to gain power by getting control over men.”

1. Agree strongly
2. Agree somewhat
3. Neither agree nor disagree
4. Disagree somewhat
5. Disagree strongly

[DISPLAY EMPATH_INTRO ON SAME PAGE AS SUBSEQUENT EMPATH ITEMS.]

225. [empath_intro] We are interested in how you feel about people from other groups in our society in general. For each item below, please indicate how well it describes you. Please read each item carefully and answer as honestly as you can.
[RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER EMPATH ITEMS]

226.  **[empath_concern]** I often have tender, concerned feelings for people from another racial or ethnic group who are less fortunate than me.

   1. Describes me extremely well
   2. Describes me very well
   3. Describes me moderately well
   4. Describes me slightly well
   5. Does not describe me well at all

227.  **[empath_perspect]** I sometimes find it difficult to see things from the “other person’s” point of view, particularly someone from another race or ethnicity.

   1. Describes me extremely well
   2. Describes me very well
   3. Describes me moderately well
   4. Describes me slightly well
   5. Does not describe me well at all

[RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER GEND_MASC/FEM AND (RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER GENDID_MASC OR GENDID_FEM)]

228.  **[gendid_masc/fem]** Would you say that you see yourself as:

   1. Completely Masculine
   2. Mostly Masculine
   3. Slightly Masculine
   4. Slightly Feminine
   5. Mostly Feminine
   6. Completely Feminine

229.  **[gendid_masc]** On a scale from not at all masculine (0) to completely masculine (5) where would you place yourself?

   0. 0 Not at all masculine
   1. 1
   2. 2
   3. 3
   4. 4
   5. 5 Completely masculine
230. **[gendid_fem]** On a scale from not at all feminine (0) to completely feminine (5) where would you place yourself?

0. 0 Not at all feminine
1. 1
2. 2
3. 3
4. 4
5. 5 Completely feminine

[RANDOMIZE AND RECORD ORDER SCHOOL ITEMS]

231. **[school_racism]** How much emphasis should schools place on racism’s impact in American society today?

1. A great deal
2. A lot
3. A moderate amount
4. A little
5. None at all

232. **[school_gender]** How much emphasis should schools place on teaching about gender identity and sexual orientation?

1. A great deal
2. A lot
3. A moderate amount
4. A little
5. None at all

[IN RRACE_RESP AND RRACE_ASSET, FILL “race/Hispanic” USING PROFILE RESPONSES TO PROFILE RACE AND HISPANIC ITEMS; IF R SELECTED MULTIPLE RESPONSES, DISPLAY RRACE_RESP AND RRACE_ASSET FOR EACH RESPONSE; IF R IS HISPANIC, ALSO DISPLAY RRACE_RESP AND RRACE_ASSET FOR HISPANIC. IF HISPANIC IS DISPLAYED, DISPLAY IT FIRST; IF MULTIPLE RACES DISPLAYED, DISPLAY THEM IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER.]

233. **[rrace_resp]** How much responsibility do successful [race/Hispanic] people have to help [race] people who are less fortunate?

1. A great deal
2. A lot
3. A moderate amount
4. A little
5. None at all
234. [race_asset] Do you think being [race/Hispanic] is more often an asset you can use to your advantage, a burden you are forced to carry, or neither?

   1. Much more often an asset
   2. A little more often an asset
   3. Neither
   4. A little more often a burden
   5. Much more often a burden

235. [feedback_comfort] In general, how comfortable or uncomfortable were you answering this survey?

   1. Very comfortable
   2. Somewhat comfortable
   3. Neither comfortable nor uncomfortable
   4. Somewhat uncomfortable
   5. Very uncomfortable